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THE MIND OF AN ENGINEER, THE HEART OF A PILOT.
What is a Cirrus airplane?

- Certified FAR 23 Normal in 1998
- 4 place single engine, 3000 – 3400 MTOW
- Two models – 200 or 310 horsepower, unpressurized
- S- and E-glass/Epoxy primary structure
- Paste Adhesive bonded primary structure
- Cirrus Aircraft Parachute Recovery System
A Composite Airplane Fleet

- 2,650 active airplanes in the fleet
- 1.3 million fleet hours
A Composite Airplane Fleet

- Growing Fleet = Wider operational variance
  = More repair work
A Damage Tolerant Design – What Is It?

- Out of the box:
  - Tolerant of the largest defects your design philosophy and QA system allow
  - For the life of the airplane up to ultimate load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR1</td>
<td>2.00 x 0.50 inch General radius and narrow flange areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR2</td>
<td>2.00 x 1.00 inch General defect, including Main Spar radius and other areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR3</td>
<td>2.00 x 2.00 inch Main Spar cap defect, in spanwise or chordwise direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>1.00 inch diameter General skin, panel, web, and window post defect (.79 sq inch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>2.00 inch diameter General skin, panel, and web defect (3.14 sq inch)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Damage Tolerant Design – What Is It?

- In the field:
  - Tolerant of damage detected and repaired by defined maintenance
  - For limited amounts of time up to limit load
A Damage Tolerant Design – What Is It?

During a flight:

– Tolerant of a damage event the pilot is aware of
– For “fly home” loads for the completion of the flight

An in-flight goose strike

…or a parachute deployment
How Do You Design For It?

• A priori knowledge of your manufacturing defects
  You try – but you will be surprised

• Understanding stress concentrations and your material’s response to them
  Your design is generic details connected by unique stress concentrations

• Choosing the field damage you are willing to deal with
  ….and having a plan for worse

• Reviewing the success or failure of your predictions periodically, and making adjustments
  Plan on an on-going Test and Evaluation program
The Cirrus Design Approach To Damage Tolerance

• **BVID**: Design and test for VID to ultimate load for the design life
  – Provides robust structure
  – Tolerant of a wide variety of maintenance and inspections skills
  – Still require repair when it is found
  – Allows Stress Analysts to sleep at night

• No-growth response to VID

• Extensive full scale test of repair concepts
The Cirrus Design Approach To Damage Tolerance

• Design approach has demonstrated reasonable soundness and conservativeness
  – Maybe too conservative?
• No occurrences of design, material, or process related failures in the primary structure to date!

• As we move to higher performance structures and materials, we will have to carefully evaluate what components of this approach to retain or modify
How Do You Validate Your Design/Analysis Scheme?

- A sound, reliable understanding of internal loads
How Do You Validate Your Design/Analysis Scheme?

• Testing generic details – building block approach
• Testing unique details – point design
  – Static and cyclic, with and without damage
• Understanding scaling sensitivity of defects in your details
• Designing, analyzing, and testing generic repair details
• Element and Full Scale validation of as many details as possible
  – Test to failure provides the most information
• Correlating as many test outcomes as possible to your best analytical approach
Bridging The Gap – From Tested Design To Real Damage

- Testing repairs that exceed the size and load you anticipate allows interpolation of static, cyclic, and residual strength test results.
Bridging The Gap – From Tested Design To Real Damage

• Repair durability is largely a function of the detail quality of the repair run out
• Design and construct repairs from tested, robust generic transition details
• Cirrus manages the acceptable repair configurations using:
  – AMM for common information, details, and repairs
  – Dedicated repair design for unique situations
AMM

- Lessons Learned
  - Additional inspection detail to be accomplished after abnormal operations or damage
AMM

- Damage Assessment and Reporting

- Supports determination of damage severity and whether Engineering support is necessary to design repair
AMM

- No SRM
- Chapter 51 defines basic repair procedures
- Wet lay and pre-cure/paste adhesive repairs
- Includes procedures for surface prep, material mixing and curing
AMM

- Repair procedures are generic
  - Can be applied within limitations provided in structural chapters
  - Can be called out on dedicated OEM generated repairs

- Contain both step by step instructions along with illustrations
Specific repeated repairs are added in Chapters 53, 55 and 57.

Repairs refer back to procedures in Chapter 51 but define specific ply size, orientation and location.

Note:
- Ensure plies extend at least 1.6 inch (2.54 cm) beyond disbonds.
- Ensure each ply overlaps the previous ply by at least 0.5 inch (12.7 mm).

- Cut three glass-fiber repair plies at ±45°. (Refer to 51-20)
- Mix MGS L418-based structural resin. (Refer to 51-30)
- Layup glass fabric repair plies. (Refer to 51-23)
- Cure repair plies. (Refer to 51-20)
- Serials 0821 & suba: Install Expanded Metal Mesh (EMM) lightning protection. (Refer to 51-20)
- Match drill hinge installation holes covered by glass fabric repair layup.
- Match drill aft tie down installation hole covered by glass fabric repair layup.
- Using 0.75 inch (19.05 mm) hole saw, cut aft tie down installation hole through skin and centered on BL0.
- Serials 0821 thru 1153: from aft tangent of tie down installation hole to aft edge of empennage skin, cut a 0.18 inch (4.57 mm) wide slot centered on BL0.
- Prepare the surface for primer and paint. (Refer to 51-20)
- Paint repair area. (Refer to 51-23)
Repair Example
Off Runway Excursion
Repair Example

- DER approved repair released
- Repair gives specific dimensions, ply orientation etc
- Step by step along with illustrations as necessary
- Repair refers to AMM Chapter 51

5. Prepare repair area and repair section faying surfaces per AMM 51-20, "Repair Surface Preparation".
   A. Prepared surface shall be large enough to ensure proper adhesion of wet lay plies to be applied later.

6. Bond the lower wing skin to the existing lower wing skin laminate and add wet lay plies to the butt splice areas.
   A. Bond the aft edge to the existing laminate wing skin above the main spar utilizing an overlap.
      i. Use structural adhesive per AMM 51-30, (MGS L418418).
      ii. Mix adhesive per AMM 51-30, "Structural Repair Systems".
      iii. Apply adhesive per 51-20, "Repair Processes".
      iv. Achieve bond thickness of 0.006" minimum and 0.080" maximum.
   B. Butt splice the remaining edge of the lower wing skin replacement section.
   C. See figures 4 & 5.

7. Cure the bond.
   A. Cure per AMM 51-20, Figure 51-2010, using cure requirements appropriate for adhesive resins (MGS L418418).
Repair Example

- Analysis generated to ensure static strength of repair
- Margins are determined based on stress levels that provided acceptable static, repeated load, and residual strength performance
- A comparison is made to a tested repair for damage tolerance assessment
- More testing is accomplished if no suitable similarity can be established
Another Repair Example

- An Atypically Large LE Repair – Deer Strike
Another Repair Example

- Remove damage
- Inspect for other damage/disbonds
- Prepare for repair installation
Another Repair Example

21 pages of repair details
Design & Analysis Time
~ 48 hours
Learning From The Past And Present

• Keeping ahead of your initial assumptions and your customers is an iterative process
• A damage tolerant design lends itself perfectly to providing safe and cost effective designs
• Value derived from
  – Preventing design related structural safety issues
  – Minimizing structural warranty cost
  – Not disappointing customers
  – Keeping repair cost to a minimum
  – Keeping hull insurance cost as low as possible
  – Reducing risk of repair failures
Learning From The Past and Present

Estimate
- Hazard assessment
- Fleet history
- Customer value

Model
- Predict behavior
- Use simulation to understand sensitivity
- Use to design a good test

Learn
- Discard or re-assess failures
- Institutionalize successes
- Review and modify assumptions

Test
- Verify methods